Better by design, defined by style.

One thing truly defines Gallery:

Style

Galleries are a source
of endless inspiration,
creativity and fresh
thinking.
Our innovative collection is no exception.
Defined by iconic designs that create a
centrepiece in any development, Gallery
blends modern European influences and
traditional craftsmanship in a way that
will inspire every customer.
From modern minimal styling to rustic
charm, this essential collection takes
your interiors in a new direction, to
transform space, add value and turn
every house into a home.
Welcome to Gallery.
Welcome to the epitome of style.

Avant Garde

Contemporary

Arts & Crafts

Pages 18-29

Pages 30-67

Pages 68-93

A selection of kitchens designed
to bring your vision to life.

Design that demands attention
A kitchen is more than just a balance of form and function. It is the focal point and the
true heart of a home. Gallery blends the latest interior trends, new season colours
and razor-sharp styling to create next generation living spaces that never lack warmth
or personality.
Whether you opt for the subtle sophistication of integrated handles and on-trend matt
ﬁnishes, or the timeless appeal of natural materials and planked panelling, the result
is the same: inimitable kitchen design that shines.

Every customer and every project is different.
That’s why Gallery offers the widest possible
selection of ﬁnishes, styles and materials across
three distinctive ranges.
Avant Garde reﬂects the very latest trends in
kitchen design, while Contemporary captures
the clean, minimal look so many customers
are searching for. For a more classic feel, our
timeless Arts & Crafts range is ideal. Fusing
original detailing and modern sophistication,
it adds a subtle twist to traditional design.

Distinctive detail
Layout, space and colour are key ingredients in creating the perfect kitchen. However, it is
often the smaller details that linger in the memory.
Ingenious storage, elegant handles, discreet lighting and the unmistakable touch of a granite
worktop all enhance a kitchen and make the space endlessly useable. Gallery seamlessly
blends these elements to create rooms that look and feel unlike any other.
Free your creativity with a selection of chic textures, materials and ﬁnishes in an array of
reﬁned shades. Or select from a portfolio of complementary accessories that speak volumes
about your attention to detail.

At home in any space
Compact ﬂoor plans don’t have to cramp your creativity. Gallery has been created to make
the most of any space, so our designs are equally at home in a new-build apartment or a
refurbished mill.
Whether you need to reﬂect the clean, angular lines of a city centre penthouse or breathe
new life into a character property, our collection makes it possible. Choose tall, wide, ﬁtted or
island units to suit rooms of any size, plus a range of space-saving storage options that keep
kitchens light and airy, and worktops clutter free.
When there is no room for compromise, no other collection offers you more.

Crafted without compromise
First impressions count, especially where potential buyers are concerned. However, style
is nothing without substance. That’s why our craftsmen take pains to ensure each Gallery
kitchen retains its good looks long after your customers have moved in.
From FSC® certiﬁed premium cabinets and durable metal-sided or timber drawer boxes to
the ﬁnest soft-close hinges and exquisite cabinet ﬁnishings, including cornices, pelmets and
open display units, we apply an uncompromising approach to workmanship that ensures
the simplest kitchen will be cherished for years to come.

Avant Garde
Extraordinary design is impossible to ignore. Avant Garde allows you to
CONTENTS
New York Dove Grey and Anthracite 24-25
Westport Clay and Stone
26-27
Westport Aubergine and Mussel
28-29

captivate customers with an ultra modern and minimal collection that
reﬂects key trends in architecture and luxury car design. The result
is a style that makes a striking statement. Explore a bespoke selection
of new season colours, fashionable matt ﬁnishes and clean, uncluttered
lines that add undeniable elegance to any interior.

Create a fresh look
with one of our superb
worktops, pages 94-95

Choose from our
portfolio of handles
on pages 96-97

Unexpected design.
Unlimited possibilities.

Avant Garde

Vintage Nickel Pewter Handle HPK629

the latest trends

Sleek Integrated Units

See our full range of
doors on pages 100-101

Design, like fashion, changes constantly.

Explore this
season’s colours

Our collection is no different.

Avant Garde is a willingness to experiment
and go beyond the boundaries of
convention to create something fresh,

We regularly update our ranges to

unexpected and inspiring. Our designers

reﬂect the season’s latest colours,

embraced this freedom of expression to

ﬁnishes and textures, and introduce

develop a bold new range that rewrites

new ideas and styling to mirror the

the rulebook and explores what is possible

latest trends. We also regularly

with kitchen design.

consult customers to pinpoint the
very best features and ﬁnishes,
to bring your customers designs
Marble Veneto Worktop

Glacier White Worktop

that are truly distinctive and always
ahead of the game.

Marble Brown Worktop
Westport

New York

New York Dove Grey
and Anthracite
This matt painted New York kitchen is a
perfect addition to the range; its subtle
handle-less style and the on-trend colours
ﬁt perfectly in any modern home.
Integrated handle. Cararra Marble worktop with
Solid Oak Timber breakfast bar.
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Westport Clay and Stone
With its stylish matt painted ﬁnish, this kitchen is a true
design piece. Each colour has been carefully selected to
ensure they ﬁt perfectly in the most contemporary of rooms.
Vintage nickel pewter handle, HPK Code 629. Silestone worktop with
Solid Oak Timber breakfast bar.
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Westport Aubergine and Mussel
The Westport Paint to Order offer is a stunning, matt painted kitchen,
available in a range of on-trend colours. The bold statement of Matt
Aubergine works in perfect harmony here with the Mussel door.
Vintage nickel pewter handle, HPK Code 629. Solid Oak Timber worktop with
Granite breakfast bar.
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Contemporary
Light, open and free from clutter, our contemporary kitchens create desirable living spaces in
which every detail works and flows seamlessly. Long, horizontal lines and modern, muted shades
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make our designs easy on the eye, while high−gloss worktops and units add a polished finish
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However, with Gallery, contemporary never means clinical. Warm woodgrain and elegant matt

to your project. Our stylish Inline range features a brushed aluminium trim, and the handleless
look enhances the horizontal sweeping lines of minimalism, providing a sleek, linear finish.

finishes temper the shine and give each kitchen a likeable, laid−back character.

Minnesota

Colorado
Incorporate statement

Alta

open display units for an

Simplicity and modernity
in harmony.

eye -catching finish

Woodbury

Inline

Contemporary

Selected Doors Feature Glass Effect Edging

See our full range of

the latest trends

Modern thin 22mm laminate worktops

doors on pages 102-103

Design, like fashion, changes constantly.
Full range of modern

Our collection is no different.

Chic, continental and understated,

muted shades

contemporary design follows a simple
principle: less is more. Inspired by minimal

We regularly update our ranges to reflect the

European styling and sleek, man-made

season’s latest colours, finishes and textures,

materials like glass and stainless steel,

Cabinet End
Panels

and introduce new ideas and styling to mirror the

contemporary spaces are clean, functional

Cinnamon Worktop

and linear. Handles are subtle. Surfaces are

to pinpoint the very best features and finishes,

long and unbroken, and everything has its
Stone Worktop

place. Our popular Contemporary collection

to bring your customers designs that are truly
distinctive and always ahead of the game.

is a perfect example and an effortless way
to add a fresh feel to any development.

latest trends. We also regularly consult customers
Choose Inline for
a smooth, clean,

Aluminium Trim

minimalist look with
a choice of the
aluminium trim or
chrome wave trim

Volcanic Ash Worktop

Complete the look:

Nordic Melange Worktop

Worktops, see pages 98-99

Chrome Wave Trim

Inl ine Se le c t Gloss Pu re Wh ite

On this stunning Inline Pure White kitchen, the softly sculpted
chrome wave trim intertwines effortlessly with the sleek,
high gloss painted and lacquered ﬁnish of the door and
drawer fronts. Wrapped in super thin textured white laminate
worktops, this handleless kitchen fulﬁls a clinical minimalistic
design brief.
Inline chrome wave trim. 22mm Designer White Laminate worktop.
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Inl ine Tre nd Gloss Ice Anth racite

Yellow bursts of colour are the showstoppers in this stunning kitchen
design as they emerge from this scintillating Gloss Antracite kitchen
ﬁnish. A co-ordinating yellow splashback completes the comparison
along with the satisfying ﬂow of the Inline chrome wave trim and the
hidden inset handles on the wall cabinets.
Inline chrome wave trim. Marble Veneto worktop.
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Inl ine Tre nd Gloss Ice Cash m e re

Providing a sleek, uncluttered ﬁnish, the Inline chrome wave trim guides
the eye around this u-shaped kitchen design. Thin, marble-effect
Brazilia laminate worktops, end panels and splashbacks complement
this on-trend Gloss Cashmere kitchen.
Inline chrome wave trim. 22mm Brazilia Laminate worktop.
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Inl ine Tre nd Gloss Ivo ry

The stunning gloss ﬁnish sits beautifully with the Inline
aluminium trim, which gives a true handle-less look and
is the perfect centrepiece for the modern kitchen.
Inline Aluminium Trim. Marble Brown worktop.
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Inl ine Fo rm Ma tt Avo la Gre y
Tex tu red and Ma tt Ivo ry

Inline Matt Avola Grey’s distinctive linear grain and sumptuous
dark ﬁnish complements the simplicity of Matt Ivory perfectly.
The combination of the two results in a stylish and subtle
ﬁnish to any kitchen.
Inline Aluminium Trim. Turkish Marble worktop.
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Ne w Yo rk Wh ite

Just as New York City has become emblematic
of cosmopolitan living, the unbroken lines and
subtle curves of its namesake offer the last
word in modern kitchen design.
Integrated handle. Earthstone Nordic Melange worktop
with Solid Oak Timber breakfast bar.
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Ne w Yo rk Cash m e re

Inspired by the timeless appeal of the New York skyline, this iconic
Cashmere Grey design brings seamless Manhattan styling to any space.
Integrated handle. Earthstone Nordic Melange worktop and Solid Iroko Timber worktop.
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Al ta Musse l

The high speciﬁcation Alta kitchen is available in
two ﬁnishes; Gloss Mussel and Gloss Pure White.
This super high gloss door has an ultra sheen ﬁnish
that suits the most modern of homes.
Chunky chrome bridge handle, HPK Code 640.
Marble Brown Premium Laminate worktop.
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Woodbu ry Anth racite and Wh ite

The very latest Gloss Anthracite ﬁnish gives our Woodbury kitchen an
ultra-chic look. Woodbury Gloss White provides a wonderful counterpoint.
Curve box polished chrome handle, HPK Code 445. Marble Veneto worktop.
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Woodbu ry Basa l t

The brand new Basalt gloss ﬁnish is a stunning addition
to the Woodbury family. It gives the kitchen a modern
and minimalist look with its sleek ﬁnish, plus, it is
complemented by the ultra-chic Gloss Basalt handle.
Gloss Basalt and chrome handle, HPK Code 673.
22mm Light Ash Laminate worktop.
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Woodbu ry Cash m e re

When it comes to style, nothing quite captures the feeling of luxury like Cashmere.
The cool, gloss cabinets and smooth curves of Woodbury Cashmere create a
sleek, sophisticated ﬁnish that reﬂects your own reﬁned style. Blue accent open
display units add an exquisite ﬁnishing touch of class to this design.
Polished Chrome D handle, HPK Code 448. Volcanic Ash worktop.
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Orlando Da ka r

With a unique gloss ﬁnish illuminating perfectly proportioned units, it’s
easy to see Orlando’s appeal. Look a little closer and you’ll discover
clever touches such as ‘glass-effect’ edges, which prove that this is a
designer kitchen in every sense.
Curve box polished chrome handle, HPK Code 445. Colmar Oak worktop.
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Orlando Gre y

This stunning Grey ﬁnish of the Orlando kitchen style features its unique
designer edging, which gives the kitchen doors and drawers a shimmering
glass-like appearance for a standout contemporary kitchen design.
Barrel D handle, HPK Code 630. Marble Veneto worktop.
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Co lo rado and We s tpo rt Wh ite

The striking Dark Oak and vertical grain ﬁnish of
Colorado is both stylish and on-trend. Combined
with Westport White, it gives a simple, yet stunning
contemporary kitchen that is truly desirable.
Barrel D handle, HPK Code 630. Alpine White worktop.
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Kansas and
Woodbu ry Cash m e re

The reﬁned luxury of Cashmere is beautifully
combined with the unusual textured ﬁnish of
Kansas, the cross-grain feature in this kitchen
means it’s right on-trend, whilst the gloss brings
a desired and luxurious touch to the kitchen.
Matt brushed nickel arched handle, HPK Code 631.
Dark Ash worktop.
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Plaza Cash m e re and Po rce la in

This über chic and exquisitely crafted kitchen combines popular pastel
colours with textured painted-effect frontals, worktops and splashbacks.
The attention to detail is delightfully demonstrated with matt Cashmere
open display units and thin matt Stone worktops which have the same
texture as the Plaza kitchen.
Brushed nickel bow handle, HPK Code 643. 22mm Stone Laminate worktop.
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Arts & Crafts
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Cranbrook Ivory and Sage
Cranbrook Platinum and Georgia Oak
Oakham
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Rustic yet refined, our Arts and Crafts collection blends the country cottage charm
of a shaker kitchen with the sophistication of a modern design. From classic wooden
panelling and pelmets to Belfast sinks, you’ll find artistic touches on every surface.
Sturdy veneered timber doors also make cupboards feel reassuringly solid.
However, where Arts and Crafts differs from the traditional blueprint is in its
use of soft, contemporary tones and on-trend matt-painted finishes.
Discover fresh, fashionable design with a character all of its own.

Create a perfect country
kitchen with a feature
painted open display unit

Rooted in rustic charm
and character.

Austin

Finish your kitchen off in style
with a decorative mantle above
a luxurious range cooker

Wexford

Ashbourne

Cranbrook

Arts & Crafts
the latest trends

See our full range
of painted and
wood-finish doors
on pages 104-105

Soft, contemporary tones
Design, like fashion, changes constantly.
Our collection is no different.

Authenticity, personality and original thinking
deﬁned the Arts and Crafts movement.
In a world of mass-produced objects and
processes, this free-spirited outlook advocated
hand-made design, spontaneous creativity
and simple, natural materials. Inspired by this
vibrant ‘home-grown’ approach, we created
a modern range to match with unmistakable
warmth and character.

Cinnamon Worktop

Ashbourne Skylon Grey

Colmar Oak Worktop

Wexford Duck Egg Blue

We regularly update our ranges to reflect the
season’s latest colours, finishes and textures,
and introduce new ideas and styling to mirror
the latest trends. We also regularly consult
customers to pinpoint the very best features
and finishes, to bring your customers designs
that are truly distinctive and always ahead
of the game.

Unique Display Units

Add individuality
with our range of
handles on pages
96-97

New England PTO Black and Stone
This stunning kitchen combines two indulgent painted ﬁnishes in Matt Black
and Stone to create a subtle twist on a traditional in-frame kitchen design.
Vintage nickel pewter handle, HPK Code 629. Cello Marcel Granite worktop.
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New England Oak and PTO Skylon Grey
Here, the subtlety of Skylon Grey is stunningly complemented by the gorgeous
warmth of Blonde Oak timber. Every door is of an in-frame design, which creates
a natural air of classic styling.
Beehive pewter effect knob, HPK Code 442. Solid Timber worktop.
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Wexford PTO Skylon Grey and Ivory
The Wexford kitchen has a unique appeal that suits a range of styles. Its Paint
to Order ﬁnish is available in 16 timeless colours and allows the creation of a
stunning kitchen that ﬁts your taste perfectly.
Stainless steel jupiter knob, HPK Code 637. Carrara Marble and Solid Oak worktops.
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Austin Ivory
Inspired by the simple beauty of Shaker design,
Austin Ivory proves that less is deﬁnitely
more. Uncluttered, unadorned and absolutely
unforgettable, the clean functional lines and
hand-painted timber of Austin provide a calm
and serene centre to your home.
Brushed steel square D handle, HPK Code 447.
Colmar Oak worktop.
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Austin Olive and Mussel
Built around the classic style of the Shaker
design, Austin Olive and Mussel combines
the rich, Mediterranean warmth of Olive with
cool, distinctive Mussel. Clean, crisp lines
and hand-painted timber sit at the heart of
a vibrant and welcoming kitchen.
Beehive pewter effect knob, HPK Code 442.
Granite Nero Asduto worktop.
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New Haven Ivory
The fresh, vibrant ﬁnish of this
Ivory kitchen, together with classic
craftsmanship, produces a room full
of subtle yet remarkable detailing.
Light and bright, it radiates warmth
and effortless style.
Natural iron ﬂuted knob, HPK Code 464.
Coffee Brown Granite worktop with Island
worktop in Solid Oak Timber.
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Ashbourne Duck Egg Blue and Chalk White
The simple beauty of the classic Shaker look is enhanced by the subtle
colour palette that Ashbourne has to offer. This beautiful kitchen features
a grained ﬁnish and chamfered centre panel. The stunning design provides
the perfect option of either a contemporary look or a more traditional,
homely feel to the kitchen space.
Pewter lamont D handle, HPK Code 600. Cararra Marble and Solid Oak worktops.
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Cranbrook Ivory and Sage
The palette may be muted but the attractions of this
beautiful kitchen are certainly not. Gentle curves and
graceful sweeps give your kitchen a spacious, luxurious feel.
Natural iron ﬂuted knob and backplate, HPK Code 464. Solid Oak worktop.
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Cranbrook Platinum and Georgia Oak
The simple beauty of the classic shaker look is enhanced by the combination
of cool Platinum with the warm, gorgeous tones of Blonde Oak. The result is
a homely kitchen with a modern and welcoming embrace.
Satin nickel grooved bow handle, HPK Code 465. Granite Nero Assoluto worktop.
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Oakham
Oakham lets the everlasting beauty of Oak breathe fresh inspiration into
the heart of any home. The sleek, angular styling combined with the rich,
honeyed tones of Blonde Oak create a warm, contemporary space.
Chrome D handle, HPK Code 423. Silestone White Storm worktop.
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Finishing
Touches
To fully appreciate the quality of our kitchens, you’ll need to look below
the surface. Here, you’ll find clever design features, such as soft-close
doors and drawers, giving you the very best for your new kitchen.
Once you’ve picked your kitchen, you can personalise it to your heart’s
content with a vast array of different surfaces, fantastic storage
solutions, high-tech lighting options and must-have accessories.

CONTENTS
Handle Suite
Work Surfaces
Doors
Cabinet Design
New England and New Haven
Cabinet Design

96-97
98-99
100-105
106-107
108-109

Individuality increases the appeal
of every kitchen and custom handles
are a striking way to achieve a
unique look and feel. From slimline
brushed steel to elegant ornamental
pewter, our range includes options
to complement every kitchen.
So, you can create a space that
is as personal as it is practical.
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Iron D Handle
HPK Code 330

Pewter Knob (Door)
HPK Code 335

Pewter Bow Handle (Drawer)
HPK Code 336

Gothic D Handle
HPK Code 346

Stainless Steel Chunky
Bar Handle
HPK Code 355

Chunky Oak Knob
HPK Code 391

Stainless Steel Hollow
Bar Handle
HPK Code 392

Gloss Black and Chrome Handle
HPK Code 406

Iron D Handle
HPK Code 404

Gloss White and Chrome Handle
HPK Code 405

Antique Nickel Bridge Handle
HPK Code 411

Chrome Anthracite Inset Handle
HPK Code 412

Titanium Bow Handle
HPK Code 413

Chrome D Handle
HPK Code 423

Gloss Ivory and
Chrome Handle
HPK Code 435

Pewter Effect Knob
and Backplate
HPK Code 437

Satin Nickel Bow Handle
HPK Code 433

Square Chrome Bar Handle
HPK Code 434

Chrome Swept D Handle
HPK Code 438

Chrome Slotted Handle
HPK Code 439

Stainless Steel T Knob
HPK Code 440

Stainless Steel Cup
HPK Code 441

Satin Nickel Strap Handle
HPK Code 447

Polished Chrome D Handle
HPK Code 448

Beehive Pewter Effect Knob
HPK Code 442

Curve Box Polished
Chrome Handle
HPK Code 445

Satin Nickel Wedge Handle
HPK Code 446

Asymmetric Polished
Chrome D Handle
HPK Code 462

Elongated Satin Nickel
Bow Handle
HPK Code 463

Natural Iron Fluted Knob
HPK Code 464

Vintage Nickel Pewter Handle
HPK Code 629

Barrel D Handle
HPK Code 630

Matt Brushed Nickel
Arched Handle
HPK Code 631

Satin Nickel Grooved
Bow Handle
HPK Code 465

Gloss Cashmere and
Chrome Handle
HPK Code 489

Gloss Anthracite and
Chrome Handle
HPK Code 490

Brushed Nickel Cutout
D Handle
HPK Code 636

Stainless Steel Jupiter Knob
HPK Code 637

Modern Nickel Handle
HPK Code 651

Grooved Pewter D Handle
HPK Code 672

Gloss Basalt and Chrome
Handle
HPK Code 673
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40mm Postformed and
PVC-edged Worktops

40mm Premium Postformed

34mm Earthstone

20mm Silestone

30mm Granite

Durable and with easy-clean technology,
our range of laminate work surfaces
offer individuality in your kitchen. All
are available as postformed and our
standard 40mm worktops are also
available with matching PVC edging.

Our premium laminate worktops feature a
tight front edge radius to give the worktop
a contemporary square appearance.
The ﬁnishes include stunning wood, granite
and marble effect that feature either subtle
textures or ultra smooth surfaces. They can
be accessorised with laminate splashbacks
and upstands to complete the look.

Earthstone worktops are a compelling choice to create the
solid surface look without the large price tag. Available in
ﬁve colours and at 34mm thick, they have been designed
to give a smooth, seamless appearance while being easy to
clean and maintain. Our Earthstone worktops are available
with matching upstands and splashbacks.

Our scratch-resistant Silestone quartz
has radiant clarity and exceptional
strength, as well as a bacteriostatic
protection for extra hygiene.

Our sought-after granite work surfaces
are extremely durable, easy to clean,
and heat resistant. No two pieces
are identical, so each kitchen is truly
unique and stunningly beautiful.

Alaska*

Alpine White

Cinnamon

Colmar Oak

Coffee Melange

Glacier White

Arden Blue

Blanco Norte

Star Galaxy

Blue Pearl

Copper Slate

Dark Ash

Empire Slate

Marble Brown

Nordic Melange

Pastel Melange

Cemento Spa

Silver Nube

Cello Marcel

Venetian Gold

Everest Black

Natural Ash

Marble Veneto

Volcanic Ash

Toffee

White Storm

Tan Brown

Azul Platino

Blanco City

Noka

Verde Ubatuba

Night Grey

Gris Expo

Rougui

Marengo

Nero Tebas

Lava

22mm PVC-edged Laminate
The cutting edge of laminate worktop design features
on-trend, thin subtle-textured surfaces, including ﬁnishes
that match the kitchen frontals.

Work surfaces deﬁne the tone
and character of a kitchen.
Our durable, easy-clean,
worktops offer a perfect blend
of style and functionality, with
a range of high quality laminate
surfaces with subtle texture
or ultra smooth ﬁnishes.

Oak Block

Pastel Oak*

Riverside Beige

Riverside Grey

Brazilia

Dark Oak

Sandstone*

Stella Mare

Light Ash

Stone

Tectonica*

Turkish Marble

Designer White

Please note: Our laminate and Earthstone work surfaces
comply with FIRA Gold Award performance requirements.
*Available from April 2016
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For cutting-edge styling, look
no further than our range of
laser-edged Avant Garde
doors. Each style is available
in a range of on-trend matt
colours, including aubergine,
clay, mussel, stone and
cashmere.

New York
*Matt Anthracite
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Aubergine
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Cashmere
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Clay
22mm matt painted

Westport
*Anthracite
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Aubergine
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Cashmere
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Clay
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

New York
*Matt Cooks Blue
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Dove Grey
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Duck Egg Blue
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Ivory
22mm matt painted

Westport
*Cooks Blue
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Dove Grey
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Duck Egg Blue
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Mussel
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

New York
*Matt Mussel
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Olive
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Platinum
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Pumice
22mm matt painted

Westport
*Olive
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Platinum
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Pumice
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Sage
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

New York
*Matt Sage
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Skylon Grey
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Snow White
22mm matt painted

New York
*Matt Stone
22mm matt painted

Westport
*Skylon Grey
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Westport
*Stone
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Please note:
*Paint to order doors have
a six week lead time.
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Blending clean, modern styling
and warm, natural shades, our
Contemporary doors help to
create a laid-back, luxurious
ambience. Choose from a
palette of subdued, seasonal
colours for an ultra-modern
and ultra-desirable look.
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Inline Select
Gloss Mussel
18mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

Inline Select
Gloss Pure White
18mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

Inline Trend
Gloss Diamond Dakar
19mm gloss acrylic
with glass edge effect

Inline Trend
Gloss Diamond Grey
19mm gloss acrylic
with glass edge effect

Inline Trend
Gloss Diamond White
19mm gloss painted
with glass edge effect

Alta Mussel
Gloss Mussel
18mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

Alta Pure White
Gloss Pure White
18mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

Colorado
Dark Oak
18mm textured vertical
grain PVC-edged MFC

Hacienda
Avola Champagne
18mm PVC-edged
MFC

Hacienda
Avola Ivory
18mm PVC-edged
MFC

Inline Trend
Gloss Ice Anthracite
18mm gloss painted
MFC

Inline Trend
Gloss Ice Basalt
18mm gloss painted
MFC

Inline Trend
Gloss Ice Cashmere
18mm gloss painted
MFC

Inline Trend
Gloss Ice Ivory
18mm gloss painted
MFC

Inline Trend
Gloss Ice White
18mm gloss painted
MFC

Kansas
Light Ash
18mm textured crossgrain PVC-edged MFC

Minnesota
Avola Grey
18mm textured
horizontal grain
PVC-edged MFC

New York
Gloss Cashmere
22mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

New York
Gloss Ivory
22mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

New York
Gloss White
22mm gloss painted
and lacquered MDF

Inline Trend
Matt Painted Ivory
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Inline Trend
Matt Painted White
19mm laser-edged
and matt painted

Inline Form
Matt Avola Champagne
18mm PVC-edged
MFC

Inline Form
Matt Avola Grey
18mm textured
horizontal grain
PVC-edged MFC

Inline Form
Matt Avola Ivory
18mm PVC-edged
MFC

Orlando
Gloss Dakar
19mm gloss acrylic
with glass edge effect

Orlando
Gloss Grey
19mm gloss acrylic
with glass edge effect

Orlando
Gloss White
19mm gloss painted
with glass edge effect

Plaza
Cashmere
18mm PVC-edged
textured MFC

Plaza
Mussel
18mm PVC-edged
textured MFC

Inline Form
Matt Dark Oak
18mm textured
vertical grain PVC-edged
MFC

Inline Form
Matt Light Ash
18mm textured
cross-grain PVC-edged
MFC

Inline Form
Textured Cashmere
18mm textured
PVC-edged MFC

Inline Form
Textured Mussel
18mm textured
PVC-edged MFC

Inline Form
Textured Porcelain
18mm textured
PVC-edged MFC

Plaza
Porcelain
18mm PVC-edged
textured MFC

Plaza
Stone
18mm PVC-edged
textured MFC

Westport
Ivory
19mm matt painted

Westport
White
19mm matt painted

Woodbury
Gloss Anthracite
19mm gloss
painted MFC

Woodbury
Gloss Basalt
19mm gloss
painted MFC

Woodbury
Gloss Cashmere
19mm gloss
painted MFC

Woodbury
Gloss Ivory
19mm gloss
painted MFC

Woodbury
Gloss White
19mm gloss
painted MFC

Inline Form
Textured Stone
18mm textured
PVC-edged MFC
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The rustic look relies heavily on
decorative detail and our beautiful
Arts and Crafts doors perfectly
capture the modern country
cottage style. Choose from warm
natural oak, simple chalk white or
a range of retro-inspired modern
tones that will appeal to anyone
looking for a kitchen with character.
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Ashbourne PTO
*Aubergine
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Black
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Cashmere
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Chalk White
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Clay
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Cooks Blue
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Dove Grey
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Duck Egg Blue
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne
Ivory
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Mussel
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Olive
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Platinum
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Pumice
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Sage
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Skylon Grey
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Ashbourne PTO
*Stone
18mm foil-wrapped
chamfered frame and
centre panel

Austin PTO
*Aubergine
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Black
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Cashmere
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Chalk White
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Clay
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Cooks Blue
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Dove Grey
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Duck Egg Blue
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin
Ivory
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Mussel
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Olive
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Platinum
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Pumice
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Sage
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Skylon Grey
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Austin PTO
*Stone
20mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

Cranbrook
Ivory
22mm foil-wrapped

Cranbrook
Platinum
22mm foil-wrapped

Cranbrook
Sage
22mm foil-wrapped

Cranbrook
Stone
22mm foil-wrapped

Georgia
Oak
22mm foil-wrapped

New England PTO
*Aubergine
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Black
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England
Blonde Oak
22mm oak veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Cashmere
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Chalk White
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Clay
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Cooks Blue
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Dove Grey
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Duck Egg Blue
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England
Ivory
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Mussel
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Olive
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Platinum
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Pumice
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Sage
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Skylon Grey
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New England PTO
*Stone
22mm ash veneered
frame and centre panel

New Haven
Ivory
22mm foil-wrapped

Oakham
Oak
20mm oak veneered
frame and centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Aubergine
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Black
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Cashmere
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Chalk White
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Clay
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Cooks Blue
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Dove Grey
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Duck Egg Blue
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Ivory
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Mussel
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Olive
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Platinum
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Pumice
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Sage
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Skylon Grey
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Wexford PTO
*Stone
20mm ash veneered
frame and raised
centre panel

Please note:
Solid timber doors may contain engineered
and/or veneered components.
*Paint to order doors have a six week lead time.
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2

Wall Unit Speciﬁcation
1

18mm colour co-ordinated cabinet with matching
interior/exterior ﬁnish

2

Standard 300mm deep and Premium 350mm
deep wall units in three heights (560mm, 724mm
and 900mm)

3

One-piece unit back

4

Concealed, fully adjustable wall hanging brackets.
See Fig. 1

5

3

Blonde Oak

Metal shelf supports. See Fig. 2

7

Cam and dowel construction

8

Three-way fully adjustable all-metal clip-on hinge
with integrated soft-close. See Fig. 3

5

Our high quality cabinets are
meticulously designed to last for years
to come. Featuring soft-close drawers
and doors, they reﬂect the best of
traditional craftsmanship and luxurious,
contemporary styling. A premium
cabinet upgrade speciﬁcation is
available, which includes a PVC-edged
cabinet, solid backs, deeper wall units
and drawer boxes with chrome trims.

Removable back with void of 66mm for pipes, etc.

2

16mm chipboard drawer box base

3

Three-way fully adjustable drawer front.
See Fig. 4

4

Metal-sided drawer box with full extension
and soft-closing action. See Fig. 5

18mm shelving with metal shelf supports.
See Fig. 2

6

18mm colour co-ordinated cabinet with
matching interior/exterior ﬁnish

7

Cam and dowel construction

8

Three-way fully adjustable all-metal clip-on hinge
with integrated soft-close. See Fig. 3

9

Adjustable legs min 110mm – max 180mm

10
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Clip-on continuous plinth

6

7

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 3

1
2

4
3

5

EKO oak-sided drawer box is available as
an upgrade to metal-sided drawer box on
Arts & Crafts ranges only

5

White

8

Base Unit Speciﬁcation
1

Ivory

Please note: Colour reproduction is as accurate as printing techniques will allow.

18mm shelving. Glazed units include glass
shelving as standard

6

Cabinet Colour Options

4

1

6

Drawer Upgrade

Premium Cabinet Upgrade

EKO oak-sided drawer box is
available as an upgrade to
metal-sided drawer box on
Arts & Crafts ranges only.

Our Premium speciﬁcation is supplied with solid backs, which are 15mm on base units
and 8mm on wall units, with 2mm PVC front-facing cabinet edging. Extra storage space
is provided in deeper wall units which are 350mm deep, and Revo drawer boxes are
supplied with decorative chrome proﬁles.

EKO oak-sided drawer box (shown
with optional cutlery divider)

Solid backs

7
8
10
9

Premium speciﬁcation cabinet shown.

Decorative chrome proﬁle
on drawer boxes

PVC cabinet edging
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2

Wall Unit Speciﬁcation
1

18mm colour co-ordinated cabinet with matching
interior/exterior ﬁnish

2

Standard 300mm deep and Premium 350mm deep
wall units in two heights (724mm and 900mm)

3

One-piece unit back

4

Concealed, fully adjustable wall hanging brackets.
See Fig. 1

5

3
1

Blonde Oak

18mm shelving. Glazed units include glass
shelving as standard

6

Metal shelf supports. See Fig. 2

7

Cam and dowel construction

8

Three-way fully adjustable all-metal clip-on hinge
with adjustable soft-close buffer. See Fig. 3

5

When your customers expect nothing
less than the best, our New England
cabinet design provides uncompromising
quality. Available in Blonde Oak and Ivory,
these cabinets add unequalled luxury to
any traditional layout. A premium cabinet
upgrade speciﬁcation is available, which
includes a PVC-edged cabinet, solid
backs, deeper wall units and drawer
boxes with chrome trims.
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16mm chipboard drawer box base

3

Revo metal-sided drawer box with full extension and
soft-closing action. See Fig. 4

4
5

18mm colour co-ordinated cabinet with matching
interior/exterior ﬁnish

6

Cam and dowel construction

7

Three-way fully adjustable all-metal clip-on hinge
with adjustable soft-close buffer. See Fig. 3

8

Adjustable legs min 110mm – max 180mm

9

Clip-on continuous plinth

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

2
3

EKO oak-sided drawer box is available as
an upgrade to metal-sided drawer box on
Arts & Crafts ranges only
18mm shelving with metal shelf supports. See Fig. 2

8

1

Removable back with void of 66mm for pipes, etc.

2

Ivory

Please note: Colour reproduction is as accurate as printing
techniques will allow. New England cabinets are supplied
rigid as standard.

6
7

Base Unit Speciﬁcation
1

Cabinet Colour Options

4

4

5

6

Drawer Upgrade

Premium Cabinet Upgrade

EKO oak-sided drawer box
is available as an upgrade to
metal-sided drawer box on
Arts & Crafts ranges only.

Our Premium speciﬁcation is supplied with solid backs, which are 15mm on base units
and 8mm on wall units, with 2mm PVC front-facing cabinet edging. Extra storage space
is provided in deeper wall units which are 350mm deep, and Revo drawer boxes are
supplied with decorative chrome proﬁles.

EKO oak-sided drawer box (shown
with optional cutlery divider)

Solid backs

7

9
8

Decorative chrome proﬁle
on drawer boxes

PVC cabinet edging
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Better by Design
At Symphony, our ‘better by design’ philosophy runs right through our business. It’s not just
the quality and style of our ﬁtted furniture that’s designed to satisfy our customers, it’s also
our complete, end-to-end service.
In fact, Symphony is the ﬁrst furniture manufacturer to be awarded the prestigious ISO Quality Management System Award BS EN 9001:2008
for installation and customer care operations. In other words, we can provide the same quality standard from manufacture and product delivery

The Symphony Group plc

right through to ﬁtting and aftercare.

Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road,

Supplying the nation’s house builders

After-sales support

Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ

Our skilled, dedicated craftsmen are supported by advanced systems

Our service doesn’t end once our kitchens have been installed. We’ve

General Enquiries:

technology to give our production facility a capacity of up to 30,000

built quality audits into our process, so any issues that are identiﬁed are

tel: 01226 446000

assembled units a week. We control and monitor the movement

dealt with promptly, whether they happen before or after occupation. We

fax: 01226 711185

of every element, making sure our kitchens are manufactured and

continually monitor our performance in line with Service Level Agreements

enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk

despatched on time and to exact speciﬁcations. Our large vehicle ﬂeet

and work closely with you to ensure all your expectations are met.

www.symphony-group.co.uk

can deliver anywhere in the UK, working around you, whether you’re
looking for a ‘supply only’ or a ‘supply and install’ service.

Designed for the future
We care about our impact on the planet. Our stringent Environmental

Taking care of everything

Policy covers eco-friendly use of energy, transport, packaging, non-

Symphony Solutions is our complete design, supply and installation

renewable resources and sourcing of timber.

Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs
and other works upon which it is based is owned by The Symphony
Group plc. No part of this brochure, said photographs and other
works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means (including but not limited to photocopying or storing in any
electronic medium) without the prior express written permission of
The Symphony Group plc.
Copyright The Symphony Group plc January 2016.

package. With 40 years experience in kitchen development, we
understand your needs and the high expectations of your customers.

Visit Europe’s ﬁnest kitchen showroom

Our large, experienced commercial team works alongside business

There’s no better way to experience the design and quality of our latest

managers, installation and technical support services to handle every

ranges than by visiting the 20,000 sq ft Marketing Suite at our Barnsley

aspect of your project. The result? A smooth, seamless process for

headquarters. Here, you’ll see over 100 displays of beautiful kitchen,

creating perfect kitchens.

bedroom and bathroom furniture. While our Design Centre in Waltham

January 2016

Cross, London, creates an inspirational environment for any new kitchen

Design service

design projects.

With the largest number of professionally qualiﬁed designers in
our sector, our design team creates kitchen designs that can be
a real focal point of the home. Computer Aided Design helps
visualise what’s possible for your project. We can build-in integrated

DESIGNCENTRELONDON

appliances, internal storage accessories and lighting to create a
kitchen that will wow your customers. Product samples, colour

Better By Design

selection boards, worktop colours and handle types are all available,
together with access to images on our online media centre, to
support your marketing.

To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our
products, we reserve the right to make changes to the colour,
design and descriptions or methods of manufacture of our
furniture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and
without incurring liability. In many of our products we use wood,
a natural living material which will reﬂect a variety of grains and
textures, so variances must be allowed for. Styles that feature
timber, painted, PVC, laminates and melamine ﬁnishes may incur
a slight colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’
applies to door and drawer fronts only. Colour reproduction in this
brochure is as accurate as printing techniques will allow. Not every
showroom contains all the products featured in this brochure.
Gallery is a registered trademark of The Symphony Group plc.

Made in the UK

